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In this note we provide a simple explanation of the recent nding of anisotropy in electromagnetic
(EM) propagation claimed by Nodland and Ralston. We consider, as a possible origin of such an
eect, the eective coupling between EM elds and some background torsion eld that is obtained
after integrating out charged fermions.
In a recent paper Nodland and Ralston [1] have reported on a systematic rotation of the plane of polarization of
electromagnetic radiation coming from distant radio galaxies, even after Faraday rotation is extracted. Providing
there is not any hidden systematic bias in the data or in their analysis, this nding should indicate the presence
of some anisotropic background vector eld s over large cosmological scales. This eld should interact with the




something of the order of 10−32eV in natural units, F = @A − @A and s = (0; ~s) with constant unit ~s. From
their analysis of 71 distant galaxies (z > 0:3), they found ~s = (decl; R:A:) = (0o  20o; 21 2hrs). From our point of
view, the main problem of the above explanation of the observed eect relies on the nature of the vector eld s. In
fact, as it was shown in [2], gauge invariance forces this vector eld to be either constant, which is very unnatural for
a physical eld, or the gradient of some scalar eld , i.e. s = @ and thus new physics containing this eld must
be introduced.
The purpose of this Comment is to point out that there exists a simple interpretation of s as a (pseudotrace)
torsion eld which is gauge invariant without the introduction of any new scalar eld . In order to show that, we
consider the following simple model to describe the present state of the observable universe. We assume a flat space
time with a classical background torsion eld T  giving rise to an axial pseudo-trace vector-eld S = T
.













where Di = @
 − ieQiA with mi and Qi being the mass and the electric charge of the corresponding fermionic
eld. Now it is immediate to integrate out the fermionic elds to nd the eective action for electromagnetic eld
propagating in the torsion classical background:













The key point here is that, as far as this model is not anomalous [4], the above eective action is gauge invariant. On













FAS + hdt (3)
where  is ne structure constant and hdt stands for higher derivative terms or non-local terms which can be expanded
as local terms in powers of @=mi producing at the end other higher derivative terms. Those terms can be neglected
at long distances but are needed to make the whole lagrangian gauge invariant. Thus from the Feynman diagram in
Fig.1 we have found the appropriate term in the lagrangian in an invariant manner without the introduction of any














i = Nf (1+Nc(4=9+1=9)) which
for three families (Nf = 3) and three colors (Nc = 3) equals 8. Thus by assuming an space-like S eld (S = (0; ~S)),
the required module for ~S to explain the polarization eect observed by Nodland and Ralston should be something
about 10−30eV .
Concerning the origin of the torsion eld it can be said that in most of theories of gravitation the ane connection
and the vielbein (which is related with the metric tensor), are considered as independent entities and thus torsion
appears in a natural way. Therefore this could be the rst indication of the presence of torsion at cosmological scales.
From the point of view of a quantum eld theory for torsion, this probably requires that the S eld is masless or
having a vacuum expectation value. This could be in contradiction with the usual assumptions of low-energy eective
quantum gravity in which the torsion eld is supposed to have a mass of the order of Planck mass [5]; [6]. In spite of
that and provided that this new eect is conrmed, we really believe that this is the most economical explanation of
the nding of Nodland-Ralston since it does not require the introduction of new elds or models.
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FIG. 1. Feynman diagram contributing to Eq.3.
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